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Relatively lake of research on the NIO TC activity 
Given for the poor transportation conditions and inadequate disaster response measures in South Asian 

developing regions, much effort in North Indian Ocean (NIO) TC research and forecasting should be made to 

improve the level of forecasting for these cyclones and to increase warning times. However, previous studies 

of TCs mainly focused on the Pacific and Atlantic regions; NIO TC research is relatively lacking. 

Spatial distribution modes and interannual variations of NIO basin-scale TC activity over recent decades, 

particularly TC trajectories and occurrence densities, are not yet clear. 

Unclearly possible impacts of SST variations on NIO TC activity  
Since the primary source of energy for TCs is the heat transferred from ocean to atmosphere, air-sea 

interaction is the fundamental condition for TC development. Previous studies indicate that ENSO, Modoki 

events and western North Pacific (WNP) warm pool have important effects on WNP TC activity. However, in 

the NIO, possible impacts of SST variations on TC activity are not clear.  

 

Results of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of NIO TC occurrence 

frequency show that the EOF1 mode, which accounts for 16% of total variance, 

consistently represents variations of TC occurrence frequency over the whole 

NIO basin. However, spatial distributions of EOF1 mode are not uniform, mainly 

indicating variations of westward-moving TCs in the Bay of Bengal. The 

prevailing TC activity variation mode oscillates significantly on a quasi-5 year 

interannual time scale. 

 

NIO TC activity is notably influenced by the Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) mode. 

When the Indian Ocean is in a positive (negative) phase of the IOD, NIO SST 

anomalies are warm in the west (east) and cold in the east (west), which can 

weaken (strengthen) convection over the Bay of Bengal and eastern Arabian Sea, 

and cause anticyclonic (cyclonic) atmospheric circulation anomalies at low levels. 

As a result of unfavorable (favorable) for TC genesis and reduced (increased) the 

opportunities for TC occurrence in the NIO. In addition, positive (negative) IOD 

events may strengthen (weaken) westerly steering flow over the Bay of Bengal, 

which further leads to fewer (more) westward-moving TCs appear in regions west 

of 90°E in that bay. 
 

Datasets: JTWC TC track data over the NIO, NCEP/NECR monthly reanalysis wind and outgoing long-

wave radiation data, and NOAA sea surface temperature data from 1981 to 2010. 

Methods:  
The empirical orthogonal function (EOF) is performed to analyze spatiotemporal distributions of NIO TC 

activity. In addition, we did correlation analysis, composite analysis and wavelet coherence spectra analysis.  

The frequency of TC occurrence is an important parameter for depicting TC movement, and is defined to 

indicate the spatial distribution of TC activity. It is counted at a 6-h interval, and measures how frequently a 

specific grid box is affected by TCs. The grid box is 2.5° in latitude by 2.5° in longitude. The higher the 

frequency in a given box, the more TCs have passed through it. Hence, this frequency indicates the number of 

active TCs in a specific grid box. 
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FIG.1 TC tracks over NIO during 1981–2010  

FIG.2  First empirical orthogonal function (EOF1) 

mode of TC occurrence frequency over NIO: (a) 

spatial distribution; (b) standard time series  

 

Mechanism for IOD event effect on NIO TC 

activity 

 
In the IOD positive (negative) phase, Indian Ocean SST anomalies are 

markedly warm (cold) in the west and cold (warm) in the east. 

Correspondingly, there is anomalous atmospheric convergence 

(divergence) over the warm (cold) western Indian Ocean, and 

divergence (convergence) over the cold (warm) eastern Indian Ocean 

at low levels. Thus, the Walker circulation anomalously ascends 

(descends) in the warm (cold) western Indian Ocean and descends 

(ascends) in the cold (warm) eastern Indian Ocean. The anomalous 

descending (ascending) circulation can weaken (strengthen) 

convection in the eastern Indian Ocean, and induce cold (warm) 

atmospheric Rossby waves that produce an anticyclonic (cyclonic) 

circulation anomaly at low levels over the BB and eastern AS. This 

anomalous anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation may influence NIO TC 

activity in two ways. First, it can decrease (increase) NIO low-level 

cyclonic vorticity, which is unfavorable (favorable) for NIO TC 

genesis. Second, the westerly (easterly) wind anomalies caused by the 

anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation from 10–20°N can strengthen 

(weaken) the westerly steering flow over the BB, which is unfavorable 

(favorable) for TCs moving westward to the west of the BB. 

Obviously, the influence of IOD events on NIO TC activity is not only 

through their modulation of TC genesis conditions, but also through 

modifying the steering flow and thus subsequent TC trajectories. 

Relationships between NIO TC activity and SSTs 
Annual IOD indexes during 1981–2010 are shown in Figure 3. The high indexes indicate that positive IOD 

events are significant, showing warm SSTs in the western part of that ocean and cold SSTs in the eastern 

ocean, and vice versa. In Figure 4, results of coherence wavelet analysis reveal that the IOD indexes and 

EOF1 mode time series of NIO TC occurrence frequency have very consistent variations at the quasi-5 year 

time scale. The correlation of IOD indexes and EOF1 mode time series from 1981 to 2010 is −0.41, which 

is significant at the 0.05 confidence level. Hence, the EOF1 mode of NIO TC occurrence frequency has a 

statistically significant relationship with the IOD events.  

FIG.4 Coherence wavelet analysis between EOF1 

mode time series of NIO TC occurrence frequency 

and IOD index. Thick solid lines indicate 0.05 

significance levels, and cone of influence where 

edge effects might distort the picture is shown as 

dotted curve. 

FIG.3 Standard time series of annual mean IOD 

index and EOF1 mode of TC occurrence frequency 

over NIO (1981—2010) 

FIG.5 Composite SST anomalies (shaded) and 850 hPa wind anomalies (vector), (a) positive IOD years, (b) negative 

IOD years. Thick vectors indicate 850 hPa wind anomalies significant at 95% confidence level. 

FIG.6 Composite 850–300 hPa average steering flow anomalies (vector) and 850 hPa vorticity anomalies, (a) positive 

IOD years, (b) negative IOD years. Shaded areas are positive vorticity anomalies, and crosses indicate TC genesis 

locations, the colored lines are TC tracks. 

Spatiotemporal distributions of NIO TC activity 
Figure 1 displays the spatial distribution of the  30-years observed  TC tracks over the NIO. TCs occur most 

frequently in the Bay of Bengal (BB), the blue-colored westward-moving and black-colored northward-moving 

TC tracks, are the two  prevailing track types over the Bay. In general, a TC forming over the Arabian Sea(AS) 

also takes one of two typical tracks – westward or northward. Observed westward- and northward-moving TC 

tracks over the AS are shown in Figure 1 as thick green and red lines, respectively. 

The frequency of TC occurrence is an important parameter for depicting TC movement. An empirical 

orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of TC occurrence frequency can reveal spatiotemporal characteristics of 

TC activity.  The EOF1 mode of TC occurrence patterns explain ~16% of total variance. The North 

significance tests for TC occurrence frequency EOF analysis over the NIO indicate that the first EOF mode is 

clearly independent. 

The EOF1 mode of the NIO TC occurrence pattern shows positive loadings over most of the NIO region 

(Figure 2), indicating that TC occurrence over the entire NIO basin has nearly the same variation. In the BB, 

the positive loadings are not uniform and the variation center is locate to west of 90°E. Combined with 

Figures 1, this suggests an above-normal occurrence frequency of westward-moving TCs over the western BB 

during the positive phase of the EOF1 mode. Positive and negative loadings alternately appear in the AS, where 

TC occurrences in the region from 15–20°N have variations consistent with those of the BB. Further, Figure 2 

reveals that the positive loading values in the BB are larger than in the AS, which owes to more active TCs in 

the BB.  

FIG.7 Conceptual diagram of 

IOD event influence on NIO TC 

activity. 


